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Abst ract~Modi f ied  finite difference methods based on mixed-type interpolation are derived and 
applied for fourth-order linear ordlnm-y differential equations ubject to a special kind of boundary 
conditions. In this paper, we present and analyse methods of orders 2, 4 and 6. Several numerical 
experiments are performed to illustrate the theoretical ba~ir4~ound. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
We consider finite difference methods for the numerical approximation of the real solution of the 
following fourth-order linear ordinary differential equation 
y(4)(t) + f(t)y(t) = g(t), a < t < b, (1.1) 
subject to the boundary conditions: 
y(a) - AI = 0 -'- vt(a) - As, YH(b) -- As "" 0 - ym(b) - A4, (1.2) 
where f ( t )  and g(t) are continuous on [a, b] and where Ai (i = 1, 2, 3, 4) are finite real arbitrary 
constants. For this problem, Usmani [1] has formulated a simple condition, f ( t )  > 0 and f(t )  ~ 0 
for t E [a, hi, that guarantees a unique solution. 
Since, in general, the analytical solution of (1.1), (1.2) for arbitrary choices of f ( t )  and g(t) 
cannot be determined, numerical methods have to be applied. One of the possibilities is the 
reduction of the problem (1.1), (1.2) towards a system of twelve linear first-order differential 
equations, which are solved using Runge-Kutta methods, as has been described by Usmani [1] 
and Ralston [2]. In [1] however, Usmani has also developed and analyzed five-diagonal finite 
difference methods of orders 2, 4 and 8 based on Taylor's series expansion. 
The aim of this paper is the construction of new five-diagonal finite difference schemes for 
equations of the type (1.1), (1.2) where the solution has some periodic or exponential behaviour, 
which is however not known explicitly. To do so, we do not lean upon Taylor's series expansion 
but start from a mixed interpolation theory, introduced by some of the present authors [3], which 
is exact for algebraic polynomials up to degree q - 2, and also for trigonometric polynomials of 
first order with respect o a frequency k (i.e., a linear combination of the functions sinL't and 
cos kt; remark that in the case that k is a purely imaginary value the last two functions are 
replaced by e k* and e-tt) .  Since the error is known at interpolation level [4], the local truncation 
error of the corresponding difference method can be derived easily. 
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2. DERIVATION OF THE METHOD 
We define a grid of N + I equally spaced points 





and write f~ = f ( t i )  for any function/(t). The central formula proposed by Usmani [1] can be 
derived from the following identity: 
y(z -I- 2b)- 4y(z  + b) + 6y(z) - 4y(z  - b) + y (z  - 2b) 
I fz-l-2b 4 [ffi+b --~/= (z + 2b - ,)3yC4)(t) d, - ~ j= (z + b - t)syC4)(t) dt 
4~*- '  1 / , -2b  -~ (. - b - Os~(4)(O ~ + ~ ~= ( .  - 2b - t )3yC4)(t)at .  
(2.1) 
This way of working is inspired by the methods described by Lambert [5] and Henrici [6] for first- 
and second-order differential equations. For re-deriving Usmani's results one can choose z = tp, 
b = h and replace y(4)(t) by a suitable interpolation polynomial of degree q, using the equidistant 
points tp, t~_1, . . . , tp_e, i.e. 
y(4)(O ~ E(- I )  m Vmy (4), (2.2) 
with 
t - tp 
h 
Substituting (2.2) in (2.1), it is straightforward to derive that, 
q 
Yp-2 - 4~p-1 + 6yp - 4yp+t + Y~+2 ~ h 4 E ~mVmy(p 4)' 
m:0 
with 
. -  (__l)m 1 
oo 
Defining the generating function V( t )  as 
m----O 
and taking into account he definition for c~m, one can easily prove that 
log4( I - 0 1 
t4 V( t )  = ( l - t )  2" 
Taking into consideration the definition of V( t )  and equating equal powers of t in both sides of 
the above relation one finds: 
OL0 ~1 ¢~2 ¢~3 • • • 
1 1 
1 0 ~ ~ ....  
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For q = 0 or q = 1, we find Usmani's Formula (3.4): 
Yp-2 - 4yp-1 + 8yp - 4yp+l + Yp+2 = h4Y (e) + tp,1(h), 
with 
57 
p - 2(1)N - 2, (2.3) 
Substituting (2.4) into (2.1), one finds that 
with 
( _ l )m o -2 ot~=-'-'~"[/_2(-s)s[(-ms)-l-(s:4)]ds-4/_ I (-s - i)s [ (=)  + (s :4) ]  ds] • 
Making use of the generating function V*(t), whereby 
v'(o = ~ ~: ' ,  
rn=O 
and taking into account the definition for c~, one verifies that 
log~O - Ov(o  = : .  
Taking into account he definition of V*(t) and equating similar powers o f t  in both sides of the 
above relation one finds: 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ... 
7 1 1 1 
1 -2  0 . . .  
6 6 720 3024 
For q = 3 one retrieves Usmani's formula (3.7.ii): 
whereby 
h4 [ (4) ) 
yp-2 - 4y,_1 + oyp - 4yp+l + y,+2 = V ~y~- i  + 4~ ~) +" (4) up+x + tp,s(h), 
/ 
p = 20)# - 2, 
h s • (I0) 
~p,s(h) = 720 ~p+2 + O(hg)  • 
Similarly, for q = 4 or q = 5 one finds Usmani's formula (3.8.ii): 
Yp-2 - 4yp_l + 6~p - 4yp+l + Yp+2 
-- 720 _~4_.) .{. 124yp(4) 1 Jr 474yp (4) -{" 124y(~1 -- ~2  + t,,s(h), 




Yp-2 - 4yv-1 + 6yp - 4yp+l + Yp+2 ~ h 4 E ~'* r~n. (4) 
m - -  ¥p+ 2 , 
m=0 




tp,1(h) = T y~6) + o(hs). 
The other central formulae used by Usmani can be derived from (2.1) choosing z = tp, b = h and 
replacing y(4)(t) by 
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whereby 
h 1° . ( lo)  _ 0(h11). 
Usmsai's begin formulae can be derived from the identity 
11 9 3 /=+b 
2 y(z)-1-gy(z -I" b) - -F 2b) + y(z -t- 3b) 3by~(z) -t- ~ ~= - - -  ~ y(= = (= + b - ,)3u(~)(,) d~ 
3 f=+2b I [:+Sb 
- ~/= (z + 2b - t)3y(4)(t) dt + -~ j= (z + 3b - t)Sy(4)(t) dr. 
(2.7) 
Choosing z = t0, b = h, sad 
m~O 
( , - ,o )  (2.s) 
8~ T ,  
one obtains 
with 
11 9 g 
-~-  ~o + 9~1 - g ~, + v. ~ 3h~ + h' ~ ~,~y~'~.  
1 3 
/~m "" 3J~ol(-s-I-1)8 (r~)ds-3~o2(-s-l-2)s (~)d.-t-~j~o (-s-l-3)s (r~) d.. 
Defining the generating function 
one establishes that 
CO 
m----O 
log4(1 + t) X(t) - -3 log(1 + t) - ~ + 9(I + t) - 9(I + t)' + (I + t) a. 
Taking into account he definition of X(t )  sad equating similar powers of t in both sides of the 
above relation, we find that the first/~-v&lues are given by: 
~o ~i ~2 ~3 ~4 ~5 ~6 
3 9 7 1 I 28 I 
4 10 40 280 6720 33600 960 
For q = 1, 3 sad 5 one obtains Usmsni's begin formulae (3.5.0, (3.7. 0 sad (3.8.i): 
11 9 h 4 [ . (4) ) 
-T  Yo + 9yl - ~ Y2 -F Ys "- 3hy~o -F -~ L-~y~ + 18y~ ') -t- tl,l(h), (2.91 
with 
with 
7 .e (e) . . . .  7, 11 9 
"'( ) -" 3hp~-t-2- ~ 8y~ ) "1" 151y~ )-i" 52y(4)-y (4) "i'tl,S(h), 
h 8 ~c08) + o(hg), 
,1,3(h) = ~T~ 
(2.1o) 
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rod, finally, 
11 9 




tx,dh) = - 960 y(°'°) + O(h~)" 
A first end formula can derived from the identity 
5 £.-I, y(z -- 3b) - 4y(z - 2b) -t- y(z - b) - 2y(z) = -b2y"(z)  -J- -~ /= (z - b - t)ay(4)(t) dt 
2 fx-2b 1 [~-~ 
- ~ /= (z - 2b - t )3y(4) ( t )  dt -[- -~ Jz (Z -- 3b - t)Sy(4)(t) dr. (2.12) 




' (:) Y(4)('t) ~' E (--l)m ~"Tmo (4) t -- tN 
v ~N ' 8 = - -  (2 .13)  
m----0 h ' 
q 
YN-8 -- 4yN-2 "~ 5YN-I -- 2yN ~ -h2ye~ -I- h 4 E TmVmy(~)' 
m=0 
(--1)m [5/o-l(--s--1)aI=) ds-4/o-2(-s-2)3(-mS) 
Defining the generating function 
r (O  = ~ ,~t m 
m=O 
it is shown that 
1og4(1 -- t )Y(t )  = log2(1 - t) - t 3 - t 2. 
Again, after equating similar powers of t in both sides of the above equation, one finds that the 
first 1"-values are given by: 
11 59 1 241 230 501 
- -  -1  
12 360 360 60480 60480 151200 "'" 
For q = I, 3 and 5, one respectively obtains Usmani's end formulae (3.5.iii), (3.7.iii) and (3.8.iii): 
YN-S- -4yN-2+5yN- I -  2yN = -h2y~ "~ h41y(~)l I .(4)~ -- ~ •N ) ~" tN-l, l(h)' (2.14) 
with 
tN_1,,(h) = 5---9 h%(~) + O(h~), 
36O 
YN-S--4yN-2"I'5yN-1--2yN=-h2yt~ -~- 3 40 f°(4)LyN_3 T~-56 .(4)~N_2 "T'--245YN_I(4) .~28y(~)) +tN- I  3(h),, 
(2.15) 
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with 
241 
tN - l '3 (h )  - -  60480 hsy(~) ÷ O(hg)' 
and, finally, 
h 4 
Y~-a - 4ys-2  + 5yN-X -- 2yN = -hgy~ + 6048---'-0 
(230y(~)_s - 13917/(~)_4 + 3432y(~)_a + 5662y(~)_2 + 43274y(~)_1 + 4233y(~ )) +tN-1,S(h), 
whereby 
tN_l ,5(/~) = 501 hl°y(]~ 0) "JC (~(h l l ) .  
151200 
Usmani's second type of end formulae can be derived from the identity 
1 ~x-b  
y(z - 25) - 2~/(z - b) + y(z) - b2y"(z) - b3y ' (z )  - g (z - b -- t)Sy(4)(t) art 
1/:-2~ 
+ -~ ~= (z - 2b - t)Sy(4)(t) dr. 




YN-2 -- 2yN-I "[" YN ~ h2Y/N -- h3Y~ "}" ]}4 E 00mvmy(4)  ' 
m=0 
whereby 
00m-" (--1)m [2 fo-l(s-['l)3(=s) dS- fo-2(s'['2)3(-s) m " 
Using the generating function Z(t), defined as 
oo 
z(O = 00mr m, 
m----O 
one finds that 
log4(1 - t )Z ( t )  = t 2 - log~(1 - t) - 1092(1 - t). 
Again, after equating equal powers of t in both sides of the above equation, i t  is shown that the 
first ~r-values are given by: 
000 0°1 002 003 0"4 005 006 • • • 
7 1 7 1 893 653 5071 
12 4 180 45 60480 - 60480 604800 "'" 
For q = 1, 3 and 5, Usmani's end formulae (3.5.iv), (3.7.iv) and (3.8.iv) are retrieved, i.e.,: 
YN-~--2yN-I+yN=h2y~--hSY~ +h4 Y(~)I +'~Y(~) +tN,l(h), 
with 
7 hSy(~ ) IN,1(h) = -~ -I- O(h 7) 
VN-2 -- 2yN-~ + ~N = h~z/~ - hSu~ 
(2.18) 
h, / .  10-<') Tly ), +49y )) (2.19) + 1-~4u:~-a  - .N -2~ - + tN,8(h) ,  
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with 
and, finally, 
tN,s(h) = - 893 he ° (s) Jr O(hg), 60"~0 ~N 
h 4 
YN-2 -- 2yN-1 Jr YN = h2~N -- haY~ Jr 6048-""O 
(653y(~)-5 - 4158y(~)..4 -I-11446y(~ )-8 -18272y(~)..2 Jr 30693y(~ )-x-I-14918y(~ ) ) Jr 'N,(52(.h~i 
whereby 
tN,5(h) = 5071 hlOy(~o ) Jr O(hla)" 
604800 
Instead of using the Newtonian interpolation polynomials of type (2.2), (2.4), (2.8) and (2.13), 
we now propose to approximate a function f(t)  by the mixed interpolation function, 
4-2  
a cos(kt) Jr b sin(kt) + E citi' (2.21) 
i=0 
which has been studied in detail by two of the present authors [8,4]. Also, k is for the moment 
still a free parameter. It has been proved that such an interpolation function, passing through 
the equidistant points tp,tp_l , . . .  ,tp_¢ can be written as 
(:) E (--1)m vrafP -- k~Oq(t - tP-q)vq-lfP - k2~bq+l(t - tP-q)VqfP' 
tn~0 
(2.22) 
with t - tp 
S"  h ' 
or by passing through the equidistant points to, tl, .... tq as 
'(:) E Amfo  -- k2Og(t - t0 )Ag- l f0  --  k2~bq+l(t - to Jr h)Aqfo,  
m=O 
(2.28) 
with t - to 
8 - - ~  
h 
The function 4~,~(t) can be defined by the recursion relation 
1 (t/h- 1) 1 
, . ( t )  = g k " -  1 - h), 
with 0 - hk and 
~bo(t )=~tan 0 1 { cos (k t -~)}  ~sinkt, ~l(t) = ~-~ 1 e ' -~  " 
The above given approximations are valid under the condition 
l~r 
V ! E Z : 0 ~ llr or equivalently k ~ ~-. 
Moreover, it is also shown [4] that, if qkh < a', the error related to (2.22) and (2.28) can be 
written as 
Eq(f, t) - hg-l ~q(a)[k2 f(q-l)(~) Jr f(¢+l)(~)] 
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with a = t - t v + qh and tp_e < ( < t~ for the backward formula and a = t - to and to < ~ < t, 
for the forward formula. Furthermore, it has also been shown that all results, in the limit for k 
going to 0, reduce to the corresponding ones for the polynomial case. 
To obtain the modified formula corresponding to (2.3), we substitute for I/(4)(t) & function of 
the form (2.22) through the points tv , t~_ i , . . .  , tv_,  into (2.1) with z = t~ and b = h. Defining 
k~ 
/ "+~(t~ + th - t)s~,(t - t~_,) ~, • ~,,(t) = ~ ~,, 
kn 
/"+~(t~ + lh - t)~4,+~(t - iv_,) dr, ~,,,(0 = ~ ,,, 
~,,, = -~z,,,(2) - ~-z,,,(1) - ~z,,,(-1) + I [%,,(-2), 
1 4 4 1 ~,, = ~:%,,(2) - ~J~, , (1)  - ~ Jp , , ( -1 )  + ~J~,q( -2) ,  
one obtains, taking into sccount he definition of ~m, 
~_~ - 4~_~ + 61; v - 4~/v+I + Yv+~ 
i l 
whereby 
Itp,,(h, k)l <_ h'+~IFp,,(O)l Ik2yc'+3)(() + yc'+~)(()l, 
with min(tv_n,tp_q) < ( < iv+ 2. Remsrk that Fp,, only depends upon the product kh= O. The 
explicit form of Fp,,(O) is of no relevance for the further discussion. For q = I, one obtains 
16 sin 4 
Ap,, = 1 04 , Bp,, - 0, 
which results in the modified analog of (2.3): 
h416sin4 ~ y(4)+t,,xCh, k), (2.24) Pp-n - 4Yv-1 + 6Yv - 4yp+x + p~+~ = 04 
whereby 
It~,1(h,k)l _< h~IF~,lCO)l Ik2~C~)(~)+ yC~)(~)I, 
with tp_2 < ~ < tv+2. 
In an analogous we~y, one obtains, using the interpolation polynomial of the form (2.22) through 
the points tp+2, tv+l, tv , . . . ,  tv+2_ q, the modified counterparts of (2.5) and (2.6) from (2.1) with 
z = t v and b = h. Defining 
k2 
f'+ah(tp + th - t)s~q(t - tp+2_q) dr, • ;,,(t) = ~ J,, 
k~ rtp+th 
= (t~, + th - t)s~q+1(t - tp+2_,) dr, s;,,(:) ~,,, 
i 
4 I :;,,(-2), s;,(2)- s;,(1)- 
one obtains, taking into account the definition of c~, 
yp-n-4~p-1 + 6~v - 4~+1 + ~p+2 
_.4. v,-~. c~) _ B;,v, + t;,Ch, k), 
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whereby 
It~,q(h, t)[ < he+r'lF;,e(e)[ Ik2p(e+a)(O + y(e+5)(O[, 
with min(te_2,tp+z_e) < ~ < tp+2. Again, the explicit form of F;,e(O ) is of no relevance for the 
further discussion. For q = 3, one obtains 
. 1 1 4 sin 2 -~ 
Ae,a = -B~,a = 6 4sin 2 • F ~ ,  
resulting in 
Yp-2 -- 4yp-1 + 6yp -- 4yv+l + Ye+~ 
whereby 
= h4 [Y(4) W (4si!2 ~ 
4sin 2 \ I 
+ 
p = 2(1)N - 2, (2.25) 
[t:,a(h, k)[ < hsIF;,3(O)l Jk2y(¢)(~) + y(8)(O[, 
with te_~ < ~ < re+ 2. For q = 5, one obtains 
1 1 1 1 
A;'5 - 24sin 2 ~ + 16sin 4 ~ 04 720' B;,. - 0, 
leading to the modified analog of (2.6), which for reasons of brevity, can be written as 
YP-'-4yP-I"F6Yp-4yP+I+YP+2=h4[( I " '720  ~v,s)~ (4)~p_2 + '720(124 "{" 4A"5~Y(4)le } . -  
(474_  6A~,5/y(4)+ {124 . . . '~  (4) ( 1 A~,61y(~21 + 
~,72o . ( ,~-~+4A~,5)y~+1+ ~, 7~0 + t;,5(h,k), 
/ J 
p = 2(1)N-  2, (2 .20)  
whereby 
I t ; ,5(h,~)l< 10 • _ h IG,d0)l Ik~y(s)(~) + y(l°)(OI, 
with tp_a < ~ < tp+~. Using this notation, it is clear that, on account of 
lim Ae, q = lira A* = klim Bp,q = lim B: .  = 0, 
k-*0 k--.0 P'q k--.0 r,v 
all our modified formulae reduce to Usmani's corresponding results. 
For the beginning formulae, one starts from (2.7) whereby (4)(t) is replaced by a function of 
the form (2.23). Defining 
~2 /to+lh 
= (to + lh - t)at~e(t - to) dr, Zl,q(l) ~ ~to 
k2 fto+lh 
ffl'e(l) = -~ ]t~ (to + lh - t)adpq+l(t -- to + h) dr, 
1 
Al,q ~-  --~Z12 ,q(1) -- ~271,~(2) + ~27X,e(3), 
3 3 1 
B~,q = ~ Jl,q(1) - ~ Jl,q(2) + ~ J:,q(3), 
one obtains, making use of the definition of/~,~, 
--TYo't'9yl--~Y2"Fya=3hy~ +h4 I~mAmy~a)AI,qAe-Iu(')--BI,eAey (4) +tl,e(h,k), 
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whereby 
Itx,q(h, k)l _< hq+elFx,q(8)l Ik2y(v+s)(~) + y(v+5)(~)l, 
with 0 < ~ < msx(ts,tq). Again, the explicit form of Fx,q(8) is of no relevance for the further 
discussion. For q = 1, 3 and 5 one finds with the help of the MACSYMA [7] symbolic alculation 
package that the values for AI,, and Bl,q axe given by: 
16 sin 4 ~ 6 sin 2 ~ 6 sin 2 ~ -I- 3 
A1,1 -" 84 84 ~" 83sin0 4'  
16 sin 4 ~ 2 sin 2 ~ 3 3 9 
B1 ,1=-  84 - 84 -8  "~+0 ssin----O +10 '  
6 sin 2 ~ 9 3 9 1 
Ax,s = 8s sin 8 28 s sin 8 ~ + ~ + 4-0' 
3 3 
B1,3 + 48 s sin 8 482 sin 2 
6 sin a ~ 15 
A1,5 -" 03 sin 0 28 a sin 8 
80 sin 2 
15 
804 sin 2 
3 ii 193 
+ 64sin~------~ + ~ + 8720' 
3 11 
Bx,5 = 16~ sin 0 + 884 sin 2 ~ + 140 sin 2 
3 3cos~ + 1 
80 sin 4 ~ + 32~ sin s ~ 1200' 
3cos ~ 1 I 
88 s sin s ~ 04 280' 
5 15 
32,in 2 ~ + 8~.n 2".n8 
1 21 cos ~ _ 3 
32P sin s -~ 1604 sin 4 
For the derivation of the modified end formulae of the first type, we approximate #(4) in (2.12) 
(with z = tN and b = h) by an interpolation function of the form (2.22) through the points 
tN,tN-x, . . . ,tN-q. Defining 
&2 fCN-lh 
ZN-I ,q(0 = ~ j ,~ (tN -- th - t)s~q(t - tN-q) dr, 
k2 [tN--lh 
YN-I,q(/) -- "~ JtN (tN -- lh - t)S~v+x(t - tN-q) dr, 
5 2 1 
AN-I,q = ~N- l ,q(1)  -- ~N-X,q(2) + ~N-I ,q(3),  
5 2 1 
BN-I,q "- "~ YN-I,q(1) -- ~ JN-l,q(2) + ~ YN-I,,(3), 
one findsthat 
YN-3 -- 4yN-2 -i- 5yN-I -- 2yN = -h2y~ 
+ h4[m=~orm~y(~)- AN-1, .V' - ly(~)-  BN-X,,V'y(~ )] + tN-1,,(h,'), 
whereby 
l~N-l,q(h, ~)[ ~_ hq+61FN_~,q(O)l I~2U<V'*'S>(e) ÷ y<V'*'5>(e)l, 
with min(tN_S,tN_q) < ~ < iN. For q "- 1, 3 and 5 the values for AN-I,q and BN-I,q axe 





BN-  i,a ----" 402 sin 2 s -i 48 sin ~ ~ {" 
3 1 
AN-I,S = 402 Sin 2 ~ 404 sin ~ 
1 2 4463 
+ ~ + ~ + 60480' 
1 1 
BN- 1,5 = 402 sin2 _~ 204 sin2 
16 sin 4 
0 4 
0 16 sin 4 ~ _ 1 
04 
1 
402 sin 2 
1 
4sin 2 ~ 1 i i  
04 
11 1 I 29 
48 sin 2 ~ + ~T + ~" + 360' 
1 1 1 
04 360' 
329 1 11 
1440sin 2 ~ + 1602sin4 ~ + 192.in 4 
7 1 5 23 
360sin 2 ~ + 80' sin 4 ~ + 96sin 4 ~ 6048" 
Finally, for the derivstion of the modified end formulae of the second type, we use the same mixed 
interpolation function as we did for the first type. Defining 
ZN, q(1) -- 2:N_t,q(1), 
ffN,q(l) = YN-I,q(/), 
AN,q = -- l zN,,(1) + 6ZN,,(2), 
I 1 
BN,q "- -- ~ JN,q(1) + ~ JN,q(2), 
one finds that 
whereby 
YN-2 - -  2YN-x + YN = h2Y~ -- haY~ I' ] "b h4 E ~FmVmy(~) -- AN,qvq-lY(~) -- BN'qVqY(~) "P I~NA(h'k) '  
Lm=0 
ItN,q(h, k)[ _~ hq+51FN,q(0)l IPu(q+s)(¢) ÷ U(q+5)(¢)l, 
with mJn(tN-2,tN-f) < ~ < ~N" For q = I, 3 and 5 the values for AN,q and BN,q are given by: 
4 sin 2 ~ 2 sin 2 -~ 1 7 
AJv, I - 04 - 0 sin 0 02 4- 12' 
4 sin 2 ~ 1 1 
BN,1 = 04 + Osin------O 4' 
2 sin 2 £ 3 1 7 1 1 `53 
_ 2 + _ _ +  m 
AN,S= 0sin0 20sin0 402sin 2~ ~ 82 04 + 180' 
1 1 1 1 1 
BN, a = ~ "1" 
402 sin 2 ~ 12sin 2 ~ 40sin 0sin 2 ~ 45' 
2sin2 -~ "1- 5 3 I 109 
AN,5 ---- 0'sin0 20sin-----"0 + 402s~n 2 ~ "{" 404Sin 2~ -- 360sin 2
,5 1 7 1 1 1,5,571 
BN, 5 ~ - -  
80sinOsin ~~ 1602 sin 4 ~ + 192sin 4s 02 
1 1 1 49 
20sin0 + 402 sin 2 ~ + 4fit sin 2 ~ 720sin 2
+ 60480' 
20 gin 0 sin 2 
1 11 1 653 
802 sin4 1 + 192sin4 ~ + 160sinOsin4 ~ 6048" 
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3. CONVERGENCE OF THE METHOD 
The (N - 3) equstions (2.3), together with the beginning formuls (2.9) and the end formulae 
(2.14) and (2.18), form s set of N equntions in N unknowns Yl, g2, . . . ,  gs. After neglectin s the 
error term, and taking into account he boundsry conditions, this system can be written as 
(A + h4BxF)Y = C, + T,, (3.1) 
whereby A, Bx, Cx, Fmd Tx are Ki.ven by 
A= 
B1 "- 
C l  - 
F = 
9 -~ 1 
-4  6 -4  1 
1 -4  6 -4  
9 
i-6 
1 -4 6 -4 1 
1 -4 5 -2 
1 -2 lj 
1 
• ~ + ~h4/o A, + 3hA2 + T0..(-3go -4- 18g,) ~ 
h4g~ -A ,  
h4g3 
. . .  
h4gN_2 
-h~As-{-hi(gN-.l-~-~gN I 
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~,-~z,~ > + o(h) / 
(3.6) 
Neglecting the truncation errors (which are all O(h6)), the numerics] approximation zp,1 = 
I/p - ep,l is the solution of the system 
(A + h4BzF)Z1 = C1, (3.7) 
whereby ZI = (z~,z). Usmani has proved that ]]EI]], with E1 = (ep,l), is bound by 
IIEzll _~ 
IIA-111 IITdl 
1 - h4i]A-X[I [IBlll [IFI[ 
provided that 
1 h 4 < 
IIA-~I[ iiHli[ IIFli" 
Hereby, for any column vector V = (vi), the norm IIVi[ is defined by 
IlVll = m~ I~,l 
| 
and for any square matrix M = (mi j )  by 
IIMll -" max ~ Im, jI • 
Since it has been shown [1] that 
N4[ 4 I 2 ]  
il~-~ll = ~ 3+~ ~+~ 
-- (b -  a) 4 [ 4h h ~ 
8h 4 1 + 3(b - a) 3(b - a) 2 
= h-4G, 
.Lh ~. .] (3.s) 
+ 30 - ,,)sj 
one can write that 
whereby 
provided that 
IlEdl _~ K h~, (3.9) 
Gl l~ l l  w i th /M = m.~ I~l, 
r = 1 - GI IBI I I /~ 
1 12 
]~z -< ~ = 13G" (3.10) 
While undoubtedly stronger esults of the form (3.10) exist, this result is nevertheless very inter- 
eating because (3.9) proves the second-order convergence ofthe method. In an analogous manner, 
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it can be shown that the method escribed by the equations (2.5), (2.10), (2.15) and (2.19), which 
can be written as 
(A + h4BsF)r = Cs + Ts, (3.11) 
is a fourth-order method, while the system (2.6), (2.11), (2.16) and (2.20), written as 
(A + h4BsF)Y = C5 + Ts, (3.12) 
is a sixth-order method. 
The system built up by the modified formulae corresponding to (2.3), (2.9), (2.14) and (2.18) 
can be written in the form 
(A + h4Bx(O)F)Y = C1(0) + Tx(h, k), (3.13) 
whereby A and F have the same meaning as in (3.2) and (3.5), and whereby the non-sero values 
of the mstrix Bx(O) = (b~)(B)) and the vector Cz(O) = (c~Z)(O)) are given by 
emd 
and whereby 
b(1)¢0 ~ 16S in4 ~ 2sin 2 ~ 3 ~4 
i ,~ , ,  = ~ + ~ o~si-.~ + ' 
16sin' ~ 2(1)~ 1, b(Z)¢O~ = p,px J 04 , P = 
4 sin 2 ~ 1 
b~) ~,N(0) = ~ 0~' 
b(~!N_x(O) _- 1 4sin 2 
0sm0 V ' 
OsinO' 
c~X)(o) = I'~ Az + 3hA2 + [( 3co30 h 4 
l \ o3 -~mO 
2 sin 2 +--  
+ ~ 04 04 
c0)(0 ) -- 16si n4 ~ h4- 
04 y~ - Az, 
2coe0 + 1 / 
04 (-/oA1 + go) 
Os sin ~ + gx , 
16 sin 4 ~ h4 
c~)(0) = ~ g,, V = 3(1)IV - 2, 
C(N)Z(O)-'-h'Aa+h4116sin4e-L o, 2gN-1Jc ~,t /4 in2'  ~)  ] 0 4-- ,N , 
c(~,(O)_h,As_hSA,+h,[ (  1 4sin'S)  
OS~IIO 04 gN-1 
+(1 cos0,  ] gNj' 
Tx(h , t )= 
t l , l (h,t)  
t;,l(h,k) 
t;,l(h,k) 
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Neglecting the truncation errors, an analogous reasoning shows that the numerical solution 
~.p,l = lip - ep,x is the solution of the system 
(.,4 -b h4BI(O)F)ZI - CI(O) (3.17) 
and that 
whereby J~l = (en,l) and 
provided that 
I1~11--< ~'h~, (3.1s) 
k = GI IT;(h,  k)ll 
I - G I IB I (O) I I fM '  
1 
"f~ < GIIBz(0)II" (3.19) 
Since all are continuous functions of 0 and since in the li t for k going to ,=o  
b~om= b~. ~ (the ~rresponding element of B~), it is clear th= IIBx(0)ll ~.ists and is finite, 
proving that the modified system (3.17) describes a second-order method. In a similar manner, 
it can be proved that the modified methods corresponding to (3.11) and (3.12), which can be 
written as 
(A + h4Bs(O)F)Y = Ca(0) + Ts(h, k), (3.20) 
and 
(A + h4Bs(O)F)Y = Ce(O) + Te(h, k), (3.21) 
are respectively fourth- and sixth-order methods. In Appendix A, the coefficients of the matrices 
Bs(O) and Be(O) and the vectors C8(0) and C5(0) are given explicitly. 
4. NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS 
In order to illustrate our modified method and to compare it with Usmani~ previously intro- 




for which the exact solution is given by 
y(t )=t(1- t )e* .  (4.2) 
In order to apply our modified method 
(.4 + h~B~(O)F),~ = C~(O), (4.3) 
we need to determine a value for k, which still is a free parameter. In the case there are certain 
indications about the frequency of the solution, one can attribute to k this fixed value. On the 
other hand, if no such indication exists, we can use the parameter k in another way to raise the 
accuracy. Indeed, due to the fact that k occurs in all truncation errors in the form 
k2y(q+s)(~p,q) + y(q+5)(~p,q), (4.4) 
where ~p,q satisfies tz,,q < ~p,g < tu,,q for certain values tt,,g and t~,,.~, p = I(1)N, it is clear that 
the best choice for k is given by the value kp,q for which 
k~,¢ = _ y(q+S)(~p,,) (4.5) 
y(q+3)(~p,q)" 
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Notice that (4.5) allows k2,¢ to be negative. This simply means that in the expressions for Ap,~, 
A~,q, B~,q and B~,q, h has to be replaced by ik whereby i s = -1  or simply that the trigonometric 
functions have to be replaced by their hyperbolic equivalents and whereby some signs have to be 
adjusted. It is shown in [4] that, in that case, all restrictions on 0 can be dropped. Also, since 
Ap,g, A~a , Bp,q and B~,g are even functions of 0 = kh, one can always take kp,e to be positive. 
From (4.5), it is clear that some problems have to be solved. Indeed, since the r.h.s, of (4.5) 
contains evaluations of derivatives of the solution in unknown intermediate points, we will have to 
introduce approximations. First of all, instead of nsing intermediate points ~p,g, we approximate 
k~,q by 
k~,q= y(q+5) 
y(,+3) " (4.6) 
Secondly, to obtain accurate approximations for the values ~+s)  and ~g+5), we differentiate 
the differential equation and re-express the obtained relation in terms of tp, ~,  ~ and ~' .  
From (4.1), one obtains for q = 1,3 and 5, respectively, 
k2,1 _ 2@ + t,y~' + (22 + 13t, + 6t~ + t~)e', (4.7) 
yp + t ,~  -I- (15 + 7tp + 3tp ~+ tpa)e ', ' 
4W,, + (6o + 35t, + 5¢ + - 
- -up  + tp~ ~ + (22 + 13tp + 6t~ + t~)e t, ' (4.8) 
k~,5 = 6yp + 8tp~ + t~ I - (80  + 33tp - 13t~ - llt~ - t4)e t, 
- t2y ,_4~f~,_ (60+35tp+St~+t~_t~)et ,  (4.9) 
The next problem we are couf0ronted with is to find approximations of yp, ~ ,  ~ and ~". This can 
be solved by first applying Usmani's method of the same order, giving approximations zp,f of Yr" 
The first-, second- and third-order derivatives that still occur can then be approximated using 
finite difference schemes. In order to investigate the importance of the accuracy of the obtained 
2 (2) 2 (4), 2 k~,g value, we have compared (k~,q) and (k~,q) , obtained by using respectively difference schemes 
of O(h 2) and of O(h4), with (k(:)) 2, obtained by using the exact analytical solution (4.2) and its 
derivatives. For q = 1, 3 and 5, one obtains 
24+ lltp +t  2 (4.10) 
-p,x J = 8 + 7~p + t~ ' 
48 + 15tp + t 2 (~.(oh2 (4.11) 
"~p,sJ = 24+l l tp+t~'  
80 + 19t, + (~.(°h2 (4.12) 
-p,sJ - -48+15tp+t  2" 
The O(h ~) formulae for the first-order derivatives follow from 
• ' (t , , )  = + h) -  (tp - h)] + o (h2) ,  p-1(1)N-1  (4.13) 
and 
z'(tN) = ~h [Z(tN -- 2h) - 4Z(tN -- h) + 3Z(tN)] + O(h2). 
For the second-order derivatives, we have used 
z"(tp) = ~--~[z(tp - h) - 2z(tp) + z(tp + h)] + O(h2), p = I(1)N - 1 
(4.14) 
(4.15) 
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and 
Ztt(~N) ----- ~[--Z(tN - -  3h) "~" 4z(t, - 2h) - 5(iN -- h) + 2z(tN)] + O(h2). (4.16) 
Finally, the third-order derivatives are approximated by 
z ' ( t l )  = ~'~[-3z(ttl _ h) + 10z(tl) - 12z(tl + h) + 6z(tl + 2h) - z(tl + 3h)] + O(h~), 
(4.17) 
1 
z"(tp) = ~[ -z ( tp  - 2h) + 2z( tp  - h) - 2z(tp + h) + z(t~ + 2h)] + O(h2), 
p = 2(1)N - 2, (4.18) 
and 
1 4h) 14Z(tN -- 3h) + 24z(tN 2h) z" ( tN)  = 2-~[3Z( tN-  -- 
- -  18Z(tN -- h) "1" 5Z(tN)] Jc O(h2). (4.19) 
The O(h ~) approximation for ZHI(tN_I) Can be obtained by using (4.17) and replacing h by -h  
and tl by tN-x .  
For the O(h  4) approximations, we have made use of 
1 
z'(tl) = ,--~[[-3z(tl - h) - 10z(tl) + 18z(t1 + h) - 6z(tl + 2h) + z(tl + 3h)] + O(h4), 
xzn  
z'(tp) = 1 ~-~[z(tp -- 2h) -- 8Z(tp -- h) + 8Z(tp -}- h) -- z(tp + 2h)] + O(h4), 




z'(tN) = ~-~[3Z(tN1 -- 4h) - 16z(tN -- 3h) + 36z(tN -- 2h) - 48z(tN -- h) + 25z(tN)] + O(h4). 
(4.22) 
The value for Zl(tN_l) iS obtained form (4.20) whereby h is replaced by -h  and tl by iN-1. The 
second-order derivatives axe approximated by 
1 
z"(h) = 1-~h~ [10z(h - h) - 15z(h) - 4z(h + h) -I- 14z(h + 2h) 
- 6z(tl + 3h) + z ( t l  + 4h)] + O(h4), 
z" ( tp )  = 1-~hz[-z(tp - 2h) + 16z(tp - h) - 30~(t~) + 16z(t~ + h) 





z#(tN) = 1--~h2[--lOz(tN -- 5h) + 61z(tN - 4h) - 156z(tN -- 3h) 
+ 214z(t~ - 2h) - 154z(tN -- h) + 45Z(tN)] + O(h4). (4.25) 
f~ltt t~s l@-f 
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The O(h 4) approximation for z"(tN-1) is obtained from (4.23) whereby h is replaced by -h  
and tl by tN-1. Finally, the O(h 4) approximations for the third-order derivatives are obtained 
from 
1 
Zm(~l) "- ~-~[-15z(t l  - h) + 56z(tl) - 83z(tl + h) + 64Z($1 -b 2h) 
- 29z(tl + 3h) + 8z(h + 4h) - Z(tl "4- 5h)] + O(h4), 
1 
;g'($2) ~-~ -'~[--Z($2 -- 2~) -- 8Z($ 2 -- h) + 35Z($2) -- 48z(t2 + h) 
+ 29z(t2 + 2h) - 8z(t2 + 3h) + z(t2 + 4h)] + O(h4), 
1 
z ' ( tp)  = ~-~[z(tp - 3h) - 8z(tp - 2h) + 13z(tp - h) - 13z(tp + h) 
+ 8z(tp + 2h) - z(tv + 3h)] + O(h4), p = 3(1)N - 3, 





z" ( tN)  = 7-~----hS[--125Z(tN -- 6h) + 624z(tN -- 5h) -- 1137z(tN -- 4h) 
+ 736z(tN -- 3h) + 249z(tN -- 2h) - 528Z(tN -- h) + 181z(tN)] + O(h4). (4.29) 
Again, one obtains the O(h 4) approximation for Z#(tN-2)  and Z#(tN-1) ,  respectively, from (4.27) 
and (4.26) replacing h by -h ,  t2 by iN_2 and tl by tN-X. Using the different values k~: ), k(,~ 
sad k(4,~, we are lead to different solutions ~(;), ~(2~ and ~(,4). 
All computions were carried out in QUAD (16 byte reals) arithmetic on a SIEMENS 7570 CX 
computer. The numerical results are summarised in "l~bles 1-2. As can be seen from Table 1, each 
k-dependent method gives a considerable gain compared to Usmani's method (i.e., the method 
with k - 0) of the same order. From columns 3-5, one is able to analyse the errors introduced by 
making different approximations for k~,¢. Due to the calculation of k~, 9 in gridpoints, the gain 
compared to Usmani's method of the same order is approximately O(h ~) for every k~,g considered. 
Generally spoken, using a O(h 4) approximation i the calculation of k~,q gives almost as good 
results as using the analytical value (k(,a~) 2, whereas using k(2~ gives slightly less good results. 
Nevertheless, as can be seen from Table 2, the second-order approximations also give satisfactory 
values for k~,q and lead to results that are much better than Usmani's method of the same order. 
As a second example, we present 
y(4) ( t )  - ty(t) = -(11 + 9t -i- t 2 - tS)e ~, 
y(--1) --- 0 = y'(--1) -- 2e - I ,  
y"(1) + 6e = 0 = y"(1) -i- 12e. 
(4.30) 
The exact solution of this problem, which has also been investigated by Usmani [1], is given by 
y ( t ) - - (1 - t2 )e  z. (4.31) 
Using the same technique as described above, k2q is approximated by 
= 2y;  + - (31+ 7t ,  - - 
yp + tpy~ - (20 + 11t~ - 2t~ - t~)e',' 
2 ,,, - tpy, + 4#~; - (35 - 8tp - 2t~ 
k~'3 - 2 6 + tvZf ~ - (31 + 7tp - 5t~ - t~)e', '
k~,5 = _ 6yp -t- 8tp~ + t~Z{~ - (95 -i- 28tp - 22t 2 - 12t~ - t~)e', 
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Table 1. The absolute error for problem (4.1) for each of the methods cansidered. 
For each orde, we compare Ummni’s method with our method of the aame Ada, 
rbereby di+ent eppmrimations are used for the calculation of A&. For each p 
considered, the absolute error for U smani’s method (kP,q = 0) is denoted by llJ%ll, 
whereas the errors obtained by using the exact analytical solution and its dcrivb 
tives, U smani’s solution E*,~ and second-order approximations of its derivatives, cud 
roximations of its derivatives, are raqxc- 
:PZLLZl13ti; $$;:,;~::;,2~ I,. 
I q=l Second-order methods h=2-m I 
73 
m 1 IlEl II 1 ll~“‘ll 
0,325 10-l 0.415 10-S 
0.144 10-l 0.275 lo-’ 
0.455 10-Z 0.17110-6 
0.123 1O-2 0.106 10-s 
0.321 1O-3 0.657 10-s 
0.535 lo-’ 
0.580 10-h 0.36110” 
0.487 10-8 0.253 10” 
0.35110-7 0.167 1O-6 
0.235 10-s 0.107 10” 
q=3 Fourth-order methods h=2-“’ 




















9= 5 Sixth-order methods h=2-“’ 









Table 2. Observed +,I = gP - .+,I and &,I = VP - ip,l for problem (4.1) with 
q = 1 and h = l/8, together with d&rent kg,, values. Hereby +.,,I is the numerical 
solution using Usmatu “s second-order method (IcP,g = 0), z~,~, zp,l -co) -t2) and $i are the 
solutions found using our modified second-order method whereby ki,, is r&ectively 
approximated using the exact analytical solution gP and its derivatives ((k$)l), Us- 
mani’s solution .+,I and second-order approximations of its derivatives ((kgi)l), and 
Usmani’s solution +,,a aud fourth-order appnzccimations of its derivative, ((k:?)‘). 
0.125 -0.425 1O-3 0.665 lo-’ -2.86 0.119 10-6 -2.86 o.QQ3 10-s -2.86 
0.250 1 -0.156 1O-2 
0.375 ~ -0.322 1O-2 
0.500 -0.522 1O-2 
0.625 -0.744 10-Z 
0.750 -0.974 10-z 
0.875 -0.121 10-l 
1.000 -0.144 10-l 
0.251 1O-5 -2.73 
0.533 10-S -2.63 
0.890 1O-5 -2.53 
0.131 lo-’ -2.45 
0.176 lo-’ -2.37 
0.225 lo-’ -2.31 
0.275 lo-* -2.25 
0.451 10-s -2.73 
0.960 10-s -2.62 
0.163 10-S -2.53 
0.245 1O-5 -2.45 
0.343 10-s -2.37 
0.455 10-S -2.31 
0.580 10-S -2.26 
0.349 10-5 -2.73 
0.731 10-B -2.63 
0.121 lo-’ -2.53 
0.176 10”’ -2.45 
0.236 10” -2.38 
0.297 10-1 -2.31 
0.361 lo-’ -2.25 
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Table 3. The absolute errom for p&km (4.30) for each uf the m&w& cussi- 
AWmQ=P= UaMni’rmethodrithourmethodoftheupreavbwithdiara& 
approxbations for kt,q. Thenotation~i~theMme~inthe~~dT~l. 
9= 1 Second-order m 
m IlElll IIE(,“‘II 
1 0.599 10’ 0.477 
2 0.356 10’ 0.181 
3 0.125 lo1 0.223 10-l 
4 0.361 0.186 10-S 










I 0= 3 Fourth-order methods h=2-m I 
m 1 llE3ll 1 II%‘?1 1 11%32’11 1 ll%3”ll 
1 0.663 0.254 10-l 
2 0.334 10-l 0.654 10-a 
3 0.143 10-s 0.120 lo-’ 
4 0.603 lo-’ 0.219 10-e 










I q= 5 Sixth-order methods hz2-m I 
m 1 lIEall 1 ll’$‘ll 1 Il~%?l 1 Il%s”ll 
1 
2 0.135 10-z 0.527 lo-’ 
3 0.140 10-4 0.212 10-e 
4 0.116 10-e 0.633 10-a 









On behalf of (4.31), one obtains for q = 1, 3 and 5, respectively 
($y = - 29+12tp+tg , 11+8t,+$ ’ 
(IE;# = - 
55 + 16t, + t; 
t 29 + 12tp + t; ’ 
(Ic$y = - 
89 + 20tp + t; 
55 + 16t, + t; * 
(4.37) 
The results for problem (4.30) are presented in Table 3. Again, one notices that for q = 1,3 and 5 
there is O(h’) improvement in comparison with Usmani’e method of the same order. Alao here, 
one notices that for each q-value, generally spoken, the mutually differences in the errors of our 
modified E-dependent methods due to the use of diierent approximations of E;,(, are negligible in 
comparison with the difference in the errors between each of these methods and Uamani’e u&hod 
of the same order. 
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APPENDIX  
In section 2, we introduced modified finite difference metho& of different orders for approximating the solution 
of the two-point boundary-value problem (1.11,(1.2). For each order, the unknown vector ~q = (~p,q) ,p = I(1)N, 
is obtained by solving the system of linear equations 
(A + h4 Bq(81F)Zq = Cq(8), 
whereby A and F are given by (3.2) and (3.5). For q = 1, B1(8) and C1(8) are given by (3.14) and (3.15). Below 
we give the matrices Bq(O) and the vectors Cq(8) for q = 3 and q = 5. 
For our fourth-ordc¢ method, the nonzero elements of B3(8) = (b~3)(8)) are given by (using the already defined 
values Ap,., A~,q, Sp,,  and S~,q): 
b(3) ~,0, t 151 1,1~ P =~-~ +2ALs - 3B1,3, 
b(3) tO ~ _ 13 1,2~ p - - '~-A1 ,3+3Bl ,3 '  
b(3)10~ _ 1 Bz,3, 
1,3~ J -  280 
b (3) b (3) 61- + 2A~, 3 + 3B~,a, p = 2(1)N - 2, p,p-1 ~, J -  p,p+lX I -  
b(3) 1.0~ = 2 p,p,, I ~ -- A ; ,  3 - Bj*,3 , p = 2(1)N - 2, 
1 
b(~)_,,~_,(o) = ~ ~'~ -- AN-I ,3 -- 3BN-Z,3, 
49 
b(~Ll ,N--1 (O) = R -I" 2AN-1,3 "1" 3BN-1,3, 
7 b(~,)_~,N(O) = ~ - A~-~,3  - SN- , ,3 ,  
b~:,,,_3(Ol 1 = "~ "{- B N,3 , 
b(~V!N_2(O)= 19 ~0 AN,3 -- 3BN,3, 
b?!N_~(O) 71 = ~ + 2AN,3 + 3BN,3, 
b 0) = - -  -- AN,3 -- BN 3. 
180 
The vector Ca(0) is given by 





c (3 ) (0 )=h4 E b~!(019 i '  p=3(1) .N ' -2 ,  
i=p--1 
N 
- -  N - - l , i (~)9  ' ,  
if N--3 
N 
o~(o) =h'A~ - h~A, +." ~ b~!,(Olg,. 
if N--3 
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For q = 5, the mom~ro dements  of Bs(8) =(b(S)i,j(8))are givcm by 
19 
b~5,~ (0) = ~ + 4A1,5 - 5B1,5, 
b(5) 10 ~ = 599 1,2~ ' ~ 6A1,5 + 10BI,5, 
b(5) 18 ~ 1 1,ax I = 2-~ + 4AI,5 -- IOB1,5, 
b(5)tO ~ =-  9_~ _ A,,5 +5Bx,5, 
1.,ix , 2240 
b(5){8 ~ = 1 -- BI,5, 
1,sx , 1200 
b (5) 10~ 1 , 
p,p--2~ I = 720 AP'5' 
b (5) [0~ - b (s) f0% = 31 , p,p-*~ , -  p,p+l~ ' ~"~ +4Ap,  5' 
b(5) ~#~ 79 , p,p,~ ~, .~. ......... 6Ap, 5, 
120 
b(S)p+ 2 (e) = 1 , ' - 7"-~ -- Ap'5' 
b (5) [8%-  23 
N--,,N--Sx I -- "~ + BN-I,5' 
b(~).. 1 N_,(8)  = 1391 AN- I ,5  -- 5BN-1,5,  
, 60480 
b(~[1,N_3(O) = 143 2 -~ "{- 4AN--1'5 + 10BN- I '5 '  
b (5) [8~ = 2831 - 6AN-*,5 -- 10BN- I ,5 ,  
N--1,N--2~ J 30240 
b(~).l ,N_l (0) 3091 = ~ + 4AN-1,5 + 5BN- I  ,S, 
b~)_, ~(e) = 1411 _ A~_ I~ - B~_,,5, 
, 20160 ' 
b~N_5(o) 853 = ~ + B jr,5, 
b(~!/v_, (0) = 11 ~0 AN,5 -- 5BN,5, 
b(~)N_3(O) = 5723 , ~ + 4AN,5 + IOBN,5, 
p=3(1)N-  2, 
p = 2(1)N-  2 
p = 2(1)N-  2, 
p=2(1)N-  2, 
b~!N_.., (8) __ - 571 6AN,s-- IOBN,5,  
1890 
b(~!N_l(8) 10231 = ~ + 4AN,5 + 5BN,5, 
~)N(o) = 7459 _ AN,~ - SN,~. 
30240 
Th, vector Cs(e) ~ ~v~ by 
5 
11A h ' (  937 -A I ,5+B1,5) ( - foA I  +9o)+h'Eb~S! (O)g i ,  
c~6)(0) = T 1 + 3h i2  + ~ 33600 iffil ' 
4 
-~-~ - A;,5 (-SoA, + gol + h" b~lo)g,, 
p+2 
e~5)(O)=ht E b~(O)9, ,  p=3(1)N-2 ,  
imp--2 
N 
o~L(o) = - . 'A~ +. '  ~ b <5> 'O'- N--l,i% I.Y'~ 
i=N--5 
N 
o~¢o)=.'A.-.~A. +.' ~ b~!,¢0)~,. 
i=N--5 
